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 BSTRAcr

Coherent high-frequency osclllatlons near the electron plasma frequency

(o < _ ) are generated by electrodes with poslttve dc blas immersed In a
- p

unlform Haxwelllan afterglow plasma. The instability occurs at the sheath-

plasma resonance and ls driven by a negatlve rf sheath resistance associated

wlth the electron lnertla In the diode-like electron-rich sheath. Wlth

lncreaslng dc blas, 1.e. electron translt tlme, the instablllty exhlblts a

hard threshold, downward frequency pulllng, line broadening and copious

harmonics. The fundamental Instability ls a bounded osclllatlon due to wave

evanescence, but the harmonics are radiated as electromagnetic waves from the

electrodes actlng llke antennas. Wavelength and polarization measurements

conflrm the emlsslon process. Electromagnetic waves are excited by

electrodes of varlous geometries (planes, cylinders, spheres) which excludes

other radiation mechanisms such as orbltrons or beam-plasma Instabilltles.

The llne broadening mechanism has been Identlfled as a frequency modulation

vla the electron transit tlme by dynamic lons. Ion oscillations at the

sheath edge glve rise to burst-like rf emissions. These laboratory

observations of a new instablllty are important for antennas In space

plasmas, generatlon of coherent beams wlth diodes, and plasma dlagnostlcs.
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I. Introduction

The sheath-plasma resonance is a well-known phenomenon of rf probes and

antennas in plasmas. I-3 Basically, an electron-depleted sheath acts llke a

capacitor (¢ = eo ) while a fleld-free cold plasma can behave inductively (c =

i - _ 2/ _ ( 0 for _ ( _ ) such that a series resonance is possible. Such
P P

4
resonances have been observed In the rf current to probes, in impedance

5 6
measurements of antennas, in the thermal emission spectrum from antennas,

i
and in the rectified current of rf signals applied to electrodes in plasmas.

Most of these studies were performed for Ion-rlch sheaths since floating

probes or antennas are usually charged negatively with respect to the plasma

potential. However, in certain situations antennas can also be charged

positively, for example on spacecraft emitting beams, 7 on long tethers, 8 and

9
on antennas and probes driven by large amplitude signals. Few investigations

have been performed on the rf behavior of electron-rich sheaths. It ls

surprising that only recently an important instability of an electron-rich

sheath has been observed, iO The present paper gives a detailed description of

this sheath-plasma instability.

Research on vacuum diodes has a long background compared to that on

il
plasma sheaths, but both areas are strongly related. For example, a vacuum-

tube electron diode has properties similar to those of an electron-rlch (i.e.

Ion-depleted) plasma sheath, except In the latter case the cathode is not a

rigid electrode but a dynamic plasma starting at the sheath edge. The high-

frequency properties of diodes differ from the dc behavior due to the finite

electron transit time from cathode to anode. The classical analysis by

Llewellyn 12 shows that the equivalent rf impedance of a diode can develop a

negative differential resistance as a function of electron inertia. When an

rf resonator is coupled to the diode the system turns into an active
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"monotron" oscillator which had been observed prior to the theoretlcal

13
understanding.

14
Plasma sheaths have been studied extensively In theory, computer

slmulat lons 15 and laboratory experiments. 16 The analogy between translt- tlme

effects for dlodes and plasma sheaths has been polnted out In the case of ion-

rich sheaths. 17 Experiments on the ac sheath Impedance have shown 1on lnertla

effects at frequencies above the 1on plasma frequency but no Instabilities

18
were observed or expected due to the lack of a resonant system. For the

electrons, however, there exlsts a natural resonance between the sheath and

the amblent plasma. The quallty factor of the sheath-plasma resonance ls

determined by the real part of the rf sheath Impedance. When the sheath

resistance becomes negatlve the sheath-plasma resonance spontaneously

oscillates. Thls effect has been observed and ls the subject of the present

paper.

After describing in Sectlon II the experiment and the measurement

techniques, the observations of the instablllty are presented In the various

subsections of Sec. III. The Conclusion, Section IV, polnts out the relevance

of the lnstablllty to various applications and distinguishes It from other

19,20
proposed Instablllty mechanisms.

II. Experimental Arrangement

The experiment (see Flg. 1) Is performed In a large volume (I m diam.,

2 m length), uniform (n/Vn = 10m), quiescent (6n/n .< 1Z), colllslonless (V/Wp

, < 5 x 10 tt cm-3 kT = 10 kT 1 < 3 eV,10 -3) Maxwelllan afterglow plasma (ne ' e

Argon, p < 3 x 10 -4 Torr) produced by a pulsed dc discharge (40 V, 500 A,
N

t = 3 msec, t = 0.S sec) with a J m dlam. oxide-coated cathode. 21 For
on rep

improved uniformity a weak axial magnetic field (B° = S G) Is applled which,
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for hlgh frequency phenomena, leaves the plasma essentially unmagnetlzed

(_2/_c2 a 104; _c = eBo/me)" Typlca] plasma parameters measured wlth

Langmulr probes are shown In Fig. 2. The probe data accurate to at most

± IOZ are complemented with other diagnostics, such as test lon acoustic

which yield kT e from the measured sound speed, Cs2 = kTe/m 1, and testwaves

electron plasma waves whlch yleld an extremely accurate (± lZ) measure for

the electron denslty from the plasma frequency, _p2 = ne2/meCo. The latter

diagnostics deserves a short description:

A miniature cathode is inserted into the plasma to produce a weak

diagnostic electron beam (100 eV, < I mA, 2 mm diam.). Its density Is

adjusted to barely excite the cold beam-plasma instability which occurs at

the intersection of the beam dispersion relation (_ = kv b) and the Bohm-

Gross dispersion ( 2 = _ 2 + 3 k2v 2). As shown in Flg. 3a the instability
p e

frequency differs from the plasma frequency by only I.SZ, hence yields the

density far more accurately than Langmulr probes. Flg. 3b shows observed

emlssion lines at different frequencies and the decay curve of the emission

frequency vs. afterglow time, fP(ta ). From the slope (dfp/dt a _ 2 GHz/IO

msec at t _ S msec) and the width of the emission llne (At _ SO psec, half-
a a

width at half maximum) one can see that the emission frequency is determined

to within Af /f _ 10 HHz/1 GHz = IZ which indicates the excellent
P P

reproducibility, quiescence and unlformlty of the plasma.

Based on the accurate density diagnostics with the test electron beam

one can estimate the accuracy of Langmulr probe data using, for example,

from the least perturbing Bohm current, Ilsat = O.S A n e (kTe/ml) I/2, where

22
A is the area of the plane probe. The current-voltage characteristic is

swept rapidly compared to the plasma decay time, the electron temperature

kT is obtained from the electron retardation region near the floating
e
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potential while the 1on saturation current Is the extrapolated 1on current

at the plasma potential. The comparison shows that the Bohm current yields

to within ± 2% the same density as the plasma llne provided the emplrlcal

Bohm factor of O.S Is replaced by the value 0.43. Without thls correction

the probe error ls (O.S - 0.43)/0.5 = 14Z. There are only very few

experiments which determine the density accurately enough to perform such

23
checks.

The high-frequency properties of the varlous antennas/rf electrodes

shown in Fig. 4 have been Investigated. All structures are connected vla

50_ coaxial cables to external equipment. The balanced electric dipole has

a length 2£ _ 4 cm large compared with the typical Debye length, kD m SO pm,

but shorter than the free space electromagnetic wavelength, k = _0 cm.
o

Unbalanced rf antennas conslst of cylindrical wires, spherical monopoles,

and plane disks of square and circular shapes, the latter insulated on one

side. The purpose of choosing different antenna geometries ls to examine

whether the observed radiation is due to orbitron 24 or beam-plasma

instabilities 25 which can only occur for thln wires, or a sheath lnstablllty

whlch can occur for any geometry.

The antenna properties are measured wlth the two basic setups shown In

Flg. 5. Sheath-plasma resonances are identified In an active reflection

measurement In which a small-amplitude microwave signal Is lncldent on the

antenna. The reflected signal ls monitored vs. tlme as the decaylng denslty

sweeps out the resonance at a fixed signal frequency. Although thls slmple

setup does not yield the complex antenna Impedance it clearly shows the

presence of the sheath-plasma resonance in the reflected power and its

varlatlon with dc bias, 1.e. sheath thickness. The dc blas voltage (-lSOV <

Vdc < + 1SOY) is applied vla a stub tuner (k/4 transformer), lsolated from
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the measurement circuit by a wavegulde sectlon, and is only pulsed on the

afterglow since during the discharge the thln wires melt from drawlng

electron saturatlon current. Instabilities at the sheath-plasma resonance

are monitored wlth a passive mlcrowave receiver consisting of a low-noise

broadband preamplifier, mlxer, local oscillator, narrowband l.f. amplifier

and video detector (spectrum analyzer), and a digital oscilloscope triggered

at the repetition rate of the pulsed experiment. The recelver is sensitive

enough to observe the thermal nolse of the afterglo_ plasma which has been

6
reported earlier. The receiver is also connected to an external mlcrowave

horn antenna (see Flg. I) so as to observe the far-field electromagnetlc

radiation from sheath-plasma lnstabllities.

III. Experimental Results and Interpretation

A. Sheath-Plasma Resonances and Instabllit¥

Fig. 6 shows the properties of the sheath-plasma resonance for both ion-

rich and electron-rlch sheaths. At a fixed frequency (f = 1.09 GHz) the

reflected wave amplitude from a spherical electrode is displayed versus

afterglow time (bottom scale) or normalized frequencies (top scales) at

different dc bias voltages Vdc relative to the plasma potential (Vp_ _ + 2V).

For ion rich sheaths (Fig. &a) one observes the expected bias- dependent

series resonance and the fixed parallel or antlresonance (_ = _ ).3 The
P

series resonance arises when the spherical sheath capacitance C = 4_£
s o

(r + s)r/s and the surrounding plasma capacitance C = 4we (I - _ 2/ 2) (r + s)
p o p

cancel which occurs at _ 2/ 2 = I + r/s. Thus, for a probe of fixed radius r
P

an increase in sheath thickness s due to a larger negative blas shifts the

resonance to decreasing values of _ 2/ 2, i.e. later afterglow times, as is
P

observed. At the plasma potential the sheath collapses and the resonance
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vanishes. For positive dc blas (Fig. 6b) a sheath-plasma resonance Is seen

to emerge where the parallel resonance vanished. Wlth Increasing positive

bias the resonance becomes stronger, narrower and develops fluctuations

beyond a certain threshold bias (Vdc _ 30 V). A close inspection of the

reflected signal (see Insert In Fig. 6b) exhibits an interference pattern

near resonsnce as if a second tuned signal sweeps through the applied signal

frequency.

When the positively biased sphere is connected to the passive receiver

one observes the results shown in Fig. 7. Above a threshold blas the

antenna generates spontaneously a monochromatic oscillation with amplitude

growing rapidly with Vdc and a line shift toward earlier afterglow times,

i.e. larger normalized densities _ z� 2 or lower normalized frequencies
P

_/_ . Switching back to the reflection measurements one can see that at the
P

same dc bias (Vdc = 13S V) the spontaneous emission llne and the reflection

feature (bottom trace of Fig. 7) exactly coincide which explains the

interference effect in Fig. 6b. This coincidence holds for any voltage and

for other rf probes, too, with Fig. 8 presenting a further example. It

shows reflection and emission at the same frequency and for identical plasma

parameters for a miniature sphere (r = 0.1 mm = 3 kD) and adds an evaluation

of the frequency pulling with dc bias. The results clearly show that the

instability always occurs at the sheath-plasma resonance.

The dependence of the Instabllity amplitude Vrf on dc blas Vdc Is

displayed in Fig. 9 for two different electrodes, a sphere (as in Fig. ?)

and a cylinder, Both cases exhibit threshold, growth and saturation. The

rf voltage and power (Vrf = O.S mV, Vrf2/SOfl = S x I0-9 W) saturate at

levels small compared to the dc voltage and power, respectively (Vdc = 50 V,

Pdc = 10-4 W for the wire). Although this estimate does not include
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nonlinear effects such as llne broadening and harmonic generation, to be

presented below, it is evident that the instability Is not of interest for

applications requiring a high conversion efficiency. Similarly low

20,2S
efficiencles have been reported for earlier experiments.

B. Physical Hodel of the Instablllty

The qualitative features of the observed instability can be explained by

the physical model presented in Fig. I0. First, the properties of diodes at

high frequencies where electron transit time effects become important are

recalled {Fig. 10a). To first order, the diode can be represented as a

capacitance C in parallel with a conductance G both of whlch depend on

transit time angle w _ as given by the Llewellyn equatlon. II'12 The inertia

of electrons streaming from cathode to anode increases the capacitance

compared to the value C O in vacuum, and decreases the differential

conductance G = aIl_V until changing its sign at _rc _ 2_ and giving rise to

a possible instability.

Like the diode an electron-rich plasma sheath (Fig. lOb) is a region of

streaming electrons bounded by a cathode (fle]d-free plasma) and a positive

anode (antenna). Since the electron transit time _ through a sheath is on

the order of the plasma period (kD/V e = _p-1) the sheath conductance near

the plasma frequency is expected to change sign. Assuming the potential

profile in a plane sheath to be given by Child-Langmulr's law, @(x) =

= )314, one finds for theYdc(X/S) q13, with sheath thickness s kD(eVdc/kT e

electron transit time

eVdc I14 -i
fs dx =3(.--_---)
J (2e@(x)/m)I/2 Ki e P
o

An instability near the plasma frequency (_ • > 2_) can arise for dc voltages
P

. _ O.S eV Since theexceeding Vdc > (2_/3) 4 kTele _ 19 kTe/e _ +I0 V at kT e
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sheath-plasma interface provides a natural regonance the Instabillty

frequency is well defined. The observed frequency pulling toward lover

normalized frequencies _/_p is explained by the Increase In sheath

capacitance with Vdc or ere. For cylindrical geometry the calculated transit

26
tlme is longer than for plane electrodes, which explains the observed low

threshold voltage for thin wires (e.g. see Flg. 9). The saturation amplitude

is governed by the balance between growth and loss; the former depends on

phase coherence, i.e. symmetrical sheaths, uniform density, cold electrons

and Immoblle ions. Losses are due to energy flow into the transmission llne

and radlatlon of electromagnetic waves at harmonics of the instability, to be

presented below. Low frequency instabilities due to dynamic ions at the

sheath edge can modulate the sheath thickness, hence growth rate and rf

amplitude.

C. Harmonic Generation

At a given receiver frequency more than one emission llne can be

observed in the afterglow, an example of which is shown in Fig. 11. With

increasing dc bias the number of lines and their vldth increases until they

eventually overlap. First, the mechanism of multiple lines is analyzed,

then the llne broadening process.

When the receiver frequency is varied the emlsslon ]lnes shift in the

afterglow In a manner displayed in Fig. 12. Besides the emission lines the

diagram also includes the dependence of the plasma line (_ = = ) vs.
P

afterglow time obtained with the diagnostic electron beam (see Fig. 3). At

a given afterglow time, i.e. plasma frequency, the frequency spacing between

adjacent emission lines are equal and given by the fundamental frequency of

the sheath-plasma resonance. Thus, the Instabllity consists of a

fundamental oscillation at the sheath-plasma resonance which is below cutoff
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(_ < _ ), and copious harmonic emissions at _ > _ vhlch can excite
P P

propagating electrostatic and electromagnetic waves.

It is important to note that the emissions above the plasma frequency are

not intrinsic instabilities but nonlinear by-products of the fundamental

sheath-plasma instability. Harmonics are not seen without the presence of

the fundamental and, in contrast to the fundamental, there are no resonances

in test wave reflections at the harmonics (see Fig. 8). However, unless the

oscillations are observed at the exciter structure or its immediate vicinity

(r < c/w ) it is easy to miss the presence of the evanescent fundamental and
P

to consider other instability mechanisms which produce electromagnetic or

electrostatic waves. The transition from near-zone to far-zone has been

explored with a movable receiver antenna identical to the exciter antenna

except for the dc bias (Ydc < 0).

Fig. 13a shows that both the fundamental and the second harmonic exhibit

a monotonic amplitude decay in the near-zone. With increasing distance (r >

clw a 1.6 cm) the fundamental amplitude truely vanishes while the harmonic
P

remains observable throughout the plasma and beyond. If the harmonic signal

were an electrostatic wave Landau damping at _/_ z 1.7 would not allow the
P

short wavelength mode (k _ 0.2 mm, kD _ 3 x I0-z mm) to propagate as far as

observed. The harmonic emissions are clearly electromagnetic waves as

demonstrated In Fig. 13b which indicates typical electromagnetic wavelengths

from the standing wave pattern arising from wave reflections at the metallic

chamber wall. The observed wavelength in the plasma (k) is longer than the
P

2 2
free-space wavelength (k) consistent with the dispersion relation _ = _ +

o p

k2c 2 and third harmonic emission at f _ 2.1 f = 3.6 GHz.
P

In order to understand how an electrostatic sheath oscillation excites

an electromagnetic wave it is helpful to know the polarization of the
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flelds. FiE. 14a dlsplaye received field amplitudes vs. angles measured

with llnearly polarized antennas (balanced electrlc dlpole, shielded

magnetic dipole).6 From mlnlma and maxima of E(O ) and B(O ) it ls concluded

that the electric field ls parallel to the exciter trlre and the magnetlc

field ls azimuthal to lt. Thus, the radiation process, schematically shown

In Fig. 14b, is identical to that of a driven wlre antenna, except that the

rf current Is not supplied vla the transmission llne from an external

generator but ls provided by the collected electrons which are modulated In

the osclllatlng sheath electrlc fleld. The harmonics are thought to be

generated by bunching of electrons as described by Becond order analyses for

dlodes. 11 For unbalanced antenna arrangements the transmission llne may

contribute to the radiation pattern, otherwise It provldes a slnk for rf

currents and the supply for dc power whlch drives the sheath oscillator.

The observed polarization is Inconsistent wlth other radiation mechanisms

proposed for earlier observations of electromagnetic emlsslons from

positively blased wires in plasmas. In orbitron Instabilities 19'24 electron

bunches orbit around the wlre which would produce an rf magnetic field along

the wlre orthogonal to the observed azimuthal B-fleld. For mode conversion

2S
of two oppositely propagating electron plasma waves driven unstable by

overshooting counterstreamlng electrons In the sheath region the rf electric

field (_ = 2 _ ) should be normal to the wire whlch is not observed.
P

The most direct confirmation that the above mentioned instability

mechanisms cannot explain the present observations is presented In Flg. iS.

Electromagnetic harmonic lines are observed for all basic electrode

geometries: plane, cyllndrlcal and spherical. It is inconceivable that

Iong-llved electron orbits or counterstreamlng electron beams arlse at a

large plane electrode, whereas sheath-plasma instabilities can occur for any
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electrode geometry. Finally, the influence of a weak dc magnetic field has

been investigated. The sheath-plasma instability ls observed with and

without weak magnetic field {0 < B < 40G) for any orientation of the wlre
O N

with respect to _o" These features are more consistent with a bounded

sheath oscillation than with a mechanism depending on particle trajectories.

D. Low Frec!y_ Sheath Dynamlcs

While diodes have a fixed anode-cathode spacing the width of a sheath

not only varies with dc bias but may also fluctuate at low frequencies since

ions are not immobile. A slow variation of the sheath width and shape will

modulate amplitude and frequency of the sheath-plasma instability, hence

broaden the emission lines. Such processes occur self-conslstently at large

dc voltages as shown in Fig. 16.

Flg. i6a shows on an expanded time scale {3 < t < 4.S msec) the third
a

harmonic emission from a cylindrical wlre at different dc bias voltages.

Line shift and broadening vs. time t are converted via w (t) to a display
a p a

vs. normalized fundamental frequency _ol_p {Wo = _/3 = const.) and presented

in Fig. 16b. Note that extrapolation to Vdc = 0 yields the plasma density as

accurately as Langmulr probes. While the llne shift was associated with the

increase in sheath capacitance with transit time (see Fig. iOa) the line

broadening can arise from related factors such as variations of sheath width

along and around the wire due to density, temperature and potential

fluctuations which could be produced by current-drlven instabilities,

ionization, and secondary electrons. While the very broadband cases _Vdc

20 V) are difficult to analyze the onset of llne broadening _Vdc _ iS V)

yields useful information about the underlying processes.

Fig. 17 dlsplays an emlsslon line vs. afterglow time on three time scales

of vastly different resolutlon. On the coarse time scale {I msecldiv) only
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the envelope of the line is resolved, but on the expanded scales the emlsslon

is found to consist of multiple peaks in time. The multiple emlsslons

represent a temporal variation rather than frequency-resolved spectral lines

since for the present receiver bandwidth {Af = 3 MHz) and the plasma

frequency decay (dfp/dt a ffiIS0 MHz/msec) a monochromatic llne at f _ 0.8 fp

would be swept out in At a = df/(df/dt a) ffi2S psec. Thus, the sheath-plasma

instability arises in short (At _ I psec}, periodic (t m 5 psec) rf
rep

bursts. The same low frequency (f _ 200 kHz) amplitude modulation is also

observed on the dc current collected by the biased wire antenna. The

emission maximizes when the electron current is at a minimum.

The low frequency instability and modulatlon of the rf slgnal can occur

over substantial times In the afterglow. Fig. 18 shows that upon tuning of

the receiver frequency the envelope of the high frequency emission shifts

wlth afterglow time (wl_ _ const.) while the modulation is present
P

everywhere since the low frequency signal is continuous. Some characteristics

of the low frequency current fluctuations are summarized In Flg. 19.

Fig. 19a shows the total electron current to the wire antenna vs.

afterglow time to indicate the relative fluctuation level 6Ie/l e = i...10Z,

while Fig. 19b shows the ac current fluctuations vs. afterglow time at

different dc blas voltages. The current fluctuations only arise above a

density- dependent threshold blas (Vdc _ 12 V) beyond which amplitude and

bandwidth grow with Vdc. There is no evidence that the low frequency

fluctuations are driven by the relatively weak high-frequency sheath-plasma

instability; vice versa, the sheath-plasma instability is also observed

without low frequency modulations.

The low frequency current fluctuations are thought to be generated by

periodic expulsions and backflow of ions near the sheath edge which has been
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observed in earlier experiments. Although this topic is not the focus of

the present paper it is worth pointing out how a periodic variation of the

sheath thickness can modulate the high-frequency signal. As the ions are

expelled the sheath expands, the electron transit time increases, the

Instablllty threshold ts exceeded and rf Is emltted. When the lons slosh

back the Instablllty ls quenched whlle the collected current assumes a

maxlmum. With Increaslng dc voltage the frequency pulling durlng bursts of

emlsslon broadens the emlsslon llne. Thus, electronic tunlng vla the sheath

capacltance C(err) exp]alns the line broadening rather than amplltude

modulation whlch ls limited to the 1on plasma frequency.

A second experlment has been performed to show the effect of the lon

dynamics on the sheath-plasma Instability. As lndlcated In Fig. 20 the dc

blas voltage ls rapldly switched on (At < 30 nsec) so as to establish a
N

repeatable transltlon from an lon-rlch to an electron-rlch sheath. The

norma]ized frequency _/_p (_ = const.) and relatlve amplitude Vrf of the

sheath-plasma Instability are dlsplayed vs. delay time from swltch-on. As

the excess ions are expelled and the sheath expands the electron transit time

angle _ Increases, the lnstablllty grows and the frequency pulls downward.

The frequency pulllng (df/dt = 1.3 HHz/psec @ td = 10 psec) rather than the

slower plasma decay (df /dt = 0.4 HHz/psec) now determlnes the temporal line
P

wldth (At - 2.S psec), glven the recelver bandwidth (&f = 3 HHz). The slow

tlme sca]e of the sheath adjustment ls clearly controlled by the 1on

dynamlcs. When the dc blas ls turned off the lnstablllty decays wlthin the

switching tlme due to the loss of electron current.

IV. Conclusions

Experimental results and a proposed physical model demonstrate the
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existence of a new instability associated with electron inertia in plasma

sheaths. The high-frequency sheath-plasma Instability ls not only of

intrinsic interest as a basic plasma property but wust be understood when

using antennas In plasmas. For example, when electron beams are injected

from a spacecraft the antennas and other electrodes can charge positively,

and the resultant emissions from the sheath-plasma instability could be

mistakenly interpreted as beam-plasma instabilities. Similarly, large

positive voltages exist on high power antennas, lon_ electrodynamlc tethers

and space stations. In the laboratory the instability ls important for

28
plasma diodes, cathode sheaths, and potentially applicable to plasma

diagnostics (density, potential).

The observed properties of the present instability show clearly that the

radiation mechanism cannot be exp]alned by ear]ler models applied to related

experiments. For example, parametric decay Instabilities of the sheath-

29
plasma resonance requlre a strong rf pump which ls not present in this

experiment. Orbitron instabilities 19 requlre orbiting electrons which are

excluded here by a plane probe geometry. Likewise, counterstreaming

electron beams 2S are avoided by plane geometry and dc magnetic fields. Thus,

the present experlment unambiguously points to a different mechanism,

ldentfied as the sheath-plasma instability. Of course, thls does not imply

that orbitron or beam-plasma instabilltles are not observable In sultably

designed experiments but it shows that not every biased wire In a plasma

radiates In the same way.

It would be desirable to extend the present experiments to strongly

magnetized plasmas (_ > _ ) which would enrlch the features of the
c p

instability and enlarge the range of applicability. Ion inertia In lon-rlch

sheaths should be reexamined for understanding related low frequency instabilities.
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FIGURECAPTIONS

Flg. I

Flg. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Flg. S

Fig. 6

Schematic picture of the experimental device.

Electron density and temperature vs. afterglow time obtained from

Langmulr probe measurements.

Density diagnostics with a test electron beam. (a) Theoretical

dispersion diagram _ vs. k for cold beam modes and Bohm-Gross

modes predicts an instability at - 1.S% above the electron plasma

frequency. (b) Beam-plasma instability observed with a narrowband

receiver (Af = 3 BHz) at different frequencies in the afterglow

yields the decay of the plasma frequency f st ). Based on the
p a

line width the density is determined accurate to within + I%.

Schematic picture of antennas and rf probes used to excite the

sheath-plasma instability. Typical electrode dimensions are

smaller than electromagnetic wavelengths k° but larger than Debye

lengths, kD.

Experimental arrangement for passive measurements of unstable

emissions (top set up) and active reflection measurements of test

waves to identify sheath-plasma resonances (bottom set up).

Identification of sheath-plasma resonances from the reflected

signal of test waves applied to a spherical rf electrode. At a

fixed frequency the resonances are traced out by the density

decay in the afterglow [_p(ta) , see top and bottom scales].

(a) At negative dc bias (Vdc) relative to the plasma potential

(Vp_) both series and parallel resonances are observed. The

resonances vanish when the sheath collapses (Vdc _ Vpt). (b) For

positive dc blas a reflection line emerges near the parallel

19



Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. lO

resonance. With increasing blas Its normalized frequency decreases,

the O-value increases, and spontaneous osclllatlons arise which

produce a beat patttern at resonance (see top insert).

Emission amplitude vs. afterglow time at different dc blas voltages

showing threshold, growth and llne shift of the instability. The

emission lines exactly coincides wlth the reflection lines (see

example for Vdc = 135 V at bottom), hence the sheath-plasma reson-

ance oscillates spontaneously.

Comparison of reflection lines (a) and emission lines (b) vs.

afterglow time at different dc blas voltages for a mlnlature

sphere (r = 0.1 mm = 3 XD). (c) Frequency pulling of the sheath-

plasma resonance with dc blas voltage.

Instability amplitude vs. dc bias voltage for rf electrodes of

cyllndrlca] and spherical shape. Typical levels of threshold

and saturation are Vdc = 10...30 V, Vrf = 0.5 mV, respectively,

indicating a low power conversion efficiency (Prf/Pdc _ S x 10-s).

Physical picture of the sheath-plasma instability mechanism.

(a) Theory and observations for electron-filled diodes show that at

high frequencies electron inertia causes the equlva]ent diode

conductance G = _I/_V to become negative (transit time angle 2_ < err

< 3_) while the equivalent capacitance increases over the vacuum value

C . (b) The Ion-depleted sheath of a positively blased electrode In a
O

plasma behaves qualitatively like a diode except the cathode (sheath

edge) is dynamic and the sheath-plasma interface exhibits a natural

resonance at _ < _ . The transit time angle _ _ depends on
p P

normalized dc bias, and instability is possible for Vdc _ 20 kTe/e.

The increase In sheath capacitance with Vdc explains the observed
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Flg. 11

downward frequency pulling.

Emission lines vs. afterglow time at a flxed receiver frequency

for different dc bias voltages. Multiple lines are subsequently

identified as harmonic of the sheath-plasma instability whlch are

radiated from the biased wlre antenna to a second remote receiver

antenna used here. The evanescent fundamental line is not visible.

Note line shift and broadening with Vdc.

Fig. 12 Emission frequencies vs. afterglow tlme of multiple lines from a

spherlca] rf electrode. For reference, the plasma frequency f (t)
p a

ls also shown. At a given afterglow time the emissions occur at

multiples of the fundamental sheath-plasma resonance. Reflection

lines (crosses) occur at the fundamental but not at harmonics.

S-band and C-band waveguides are used as high-pass filters to

ascertain harmonic generation in the sheath rather than in the receiver.

Fig. 13 Spatial variation of the instability amplitude. (a) In the near-

zone the fundamental oscillation decays with scale length c/_
P

1.6 cm. The second harmonic (_/_ _ 1.7) couples to long wave-
P

length (k = 10 cm) electromagnetic modes rather than short
o

wavelength (k _ 0.2 mm), Landau damped (k /k _ 0.3) electro-
e I r

static modes. (b) In the far-zone (r > k J the electromagnetic
o

wavelength (k _ 9.S ca) of the third harmonic (_/_ = 3 x 0.7)
P P

Is obtained from the amplitude standing wave pattern associated

with reflections from the chamber wall.

Fig. 14 Polarization of electric and magnetic fields of harmonlc emissions.

(a) Measured field components E, B vs. rotation angle 0 of

receiver dipoles adjacent (r _ I0 cm) to the biased wire. The

fields are highly polarized wlth _ along the wire, _ around the
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wlre axls _. (b) Schematic picture of the radiation mechanism.

The electrons collected by the positlve wire are modulated by the

oscillating sheath electric field. The rf current flowing along

the wire lnto the transmission llne excites transverse electro-

magnetic waves similar to a driven wlre antenna. (c) Schematic

representation of other proposed mechanism to explain radiation

from dc blased wires. The orbltron instability 19 Is expected to

produce rf magnetlc fields along the wire, while nonlinear wave-

2S
wave coupling of counterstreamlng electron plasma waves

generates rf electric fields normal to the wire. Both models are

Inconsistent with observations.

Flg. IS Electromagnetic harmonlc emission lines from blased electrodes

of plane, cylindrical and spherical geometry. The sheath-plasma

instability can arise for electrodes of arbitrary shape while

other proposed mechanisms 19'2S require cylindrical geometry.

Fig. 16 Frequency shift and llne broadening with dc blas voltage. (a) Expan-

ded view of the thlrd harmonic emission llne vs. afterglow

time at different dc bias voltages and fixed recelver frequency.

(b) Llne shift and broadening (vertical bar = line width at half

maximum) of the normalized fundamental emission frequency _o/_p

(_o/2_ = I GHz = const.) vs. bias Vdc. Note that the line wldth far

exceeds the ion plasma frequency (fpl/fpe = 0.0037) hence arises from

electronic tuning rather than from 1on plasma oscillations.

Fig. 17 Fundamental emission line vs. afterglow time displayed on three

time scales of vastly different resolution. The sheath-plasma

oscillation Is observed to be emitted in temporal bursts (At <
M

I psec, t _ S psec) which are phase coherent wlth low
rep
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Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

frequency oscillations in the current to the wlre, 6Ie, shown In

the bottom panel. The process ls belleved to be due to lon

oscillations at the sheath edge whlch modulate the electron

transit tlme angle, hence Instability amplitude.

Amplitude modulation of the high frequency llne by low frequency

sheath oscillations. Ca) Hlgh-frequency sl_ath-plasma oscillations

vs. afterglow time at different receiver frequencies. The envelope

which characterlzes the line width (Af = 10 l_lz) shifts with decreasing

frequency to later afterglow time since _u'_ (t) = const. At each
p a

frequency the pulse modulation Is present. (b) Low-frequency

current oscillations vs. afterglow time responsible for the modulation

of the high-frequency oscillation during most of the afterglow.

Characteristics of the low frequency sheath oscillations.

(a) Electron current collected by the positively biased wire vs.

afterglow time, le(ta). Note low level of noise (61e/I e < 10%).

(b) Filtered current fluctuations vs. afterglow time, 61 (t),
e a

at different dc bias voltages, Vdc. The low frequency instability

exhibits a denslty-dependent threshold and a growth In amplitude

and bandwidth with increasing dc bias. Repeated Ion expulsion

27
and back flow characterize the plasma dynamics at the sheath edge.

Rapid switching of the dc bias (Vdc(ta) , top trace) creates a

controlled, repeatable transition from an Ion-rich to an electron-

rich sheath. The variation of amplitude Vrf and normalized frequency

_/_ of the sheath-plasma instability (second trace from top to
P

bottom) Is plotted vs. delay time td after turn-on (bottom traces),

showing implicitely that the growth of the electron-rich sheath

Is controlled by the slow Ion dynamics.
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